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A Reversible Data Hiding Scheme Based on Side Match Vector Quantization
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Abstract—Many researchers have studied reversible data hiding
techniques in recent years and most have proposed reversible
data hiding schemes that guarantee only that the original cover
image can be reconstructed completely. Once the secret data are
embedded in the compression domain and the receiver wants
to store the cover image in a compression mode to save storage
space, the receiver must extract the secret data, reconstruct the
cover image, and compress the cover image again to generate
compression codes. In this paper, we present a reversible data
hiding scheme based on side match vector quantization (SMVQ)
for digitally compressed images. With this scheme, the receiver
only performs two steps to achieve the same goal: extract the secret
data and reconstruct the original SMVQ compression codes. In
terms of the size of the secret data, the visual quality, and the
compression rate, experimental results show that the performance
of our proposed scheme is better than those of other information
hiding schemes for VQ-based and SMVQ-based compressed
images. The experimental results further confirm the effectiveness
and reversibility of the proposed scheme.

Index Terms—Reversible data hiding, side match vector quanti-
zation (SMVQ), steganography.

I. INTRODUCTION

R
EVERSIBLE data hiding, or lossless data hiding, hides

secret data in a digital cover image in a reversible way.

Relatively large amounts of secret data are embedded in a cover

image so that the decoder can extract the hidden secret data and

restore the stego-image to the original cover image. Although

the distortion in the stego-image is imperceptible to the eye in

traditional data hiding, its original content inevitably may be

modified by hiding the secret data. Any change affects the infor-

mation and access to the original cover image. Thus, reversible

data hiding is the best way to overcome this defect.

In the past, much literature [1]–[4] has been published on a

variety of data hiding techniques such as steganography and dig-

ital watermarking; however, most of these techniques damage

the cover image during the data hiding procedure. Since re-

versible data hiding not only satisfies all the criteria for tradi-

tional data hiding but also successfully restores the cover image,

reversible data hiding [5]–[13] has drawn much recent attention.

Many scholars have proposed a variety of applications for re-

versible data hiding. In the opinion of Kamstra and Heijmans,

reversible data hiding is a fragile technique in the sense that the
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embedded data will mostly be destroyed by small distortions

of the image. This technique is ideal for applications, such as

military or medical imaging, that involve the straight storage of

metadata into an image where the loss of quality is always in-

tolerable [9]. Li also points out that reversible data hiding can

be used to design fragile watermarking, which emphasizes au-

thenticity and integrity at the moment of authentication rather

than the robustness and existence of the watermark in the cover

image after the authentication phase [14].

The earliest reversible data hiding technique described in

the literature was proposed by Barton in 1997 [5]. Barton’s

scheme compresses the bits to be influenced by the embedding

operation, then hides the compressed data and the payload in

the host image. During retrieval, the original bits are decom-

pressed and used to restore the modified bits to reconstruct

the original block. Reversible data hiding was later applied

to the compression domain. Fridrich, et al. [6] presented an

invertible watermarking scheme to authenticate digital images

in the JPEG domain. They use an order-2 function, which is an

inverse function, to modify the quantization table to enable loss-

less embedding of one bit per discret cosine transform (DCT)

coefficient. Later, Xuan, et al. [12] proposed a high-capacity

distortion-free data hiding technique based on the integer

wavelet transform. This scheme uses histogram modification

to embed secret data in the middle frequency of the wavelet

domain. The scheme can be applied in JPEG2000 compressed

images because JPEG2000 is based on the wavelet transform

domain. In 2005, Yang, et al. [13] proposed a reversible water-

marking technique that uses modified vector quantization (VQ).

During the encoding phase, adjacent blocks are used to encode

the current block, but additional flag bits are required. They

modified standard VQ to achieve the reversibility property, but

at the expense of degradation in visual quality and compression

ratio.

Due to the limited bandwidth of networks, they can not keep

up with the growing sizes of various multimedia files. Many

well-accepted image compression algorithms have been pro-

posed to counter this problem, such as VQ [15], side match

VQ (SMVQ) [16], JPEG [17], JPEG2000 [18], and so on. One

of the most commonly studied image compression techniques

is VQ [15], which is an attractive choice because of its sim-

plicity and cost-effective implementation. Indeed, a variety of

VQ techniques have been successfully applied in real applica-

tions such as speech and image coding [10], [19]. VQ not only

has faster encode/decode time and a simpler framework than

JPEG/JPEG2000 but it also requires limited information during

decoding, and those advantages cost VQ a little low compres-

sion ratio and visual quality. VQ works best in applications in

which the decoder has only limited information and a fast exe-

cution time is required [20].

In VQ, assume that the finite set

is the codebook sized , where is the
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th -dimension codeword. In brief, VQ can be defined as a

mapping function from an -dimension Euclidean space

to a finite subset

For the encoder, a desired mapping function is designed so

that the Euclidean distance between the input block and the

mapped codeword is the shortest. The Euclidean

distance, defined in Formula (1), is frequently used to measure

the similarity between the input block and the mapped codeword

for

(1)

The decoder uses the transmitted code as the index to ex-

tract the corresponding codeword from the same codebook

so that the input block can be approximated. The key point

in designing a perfect VQ scheme is to create a perfect code-

book. The LBG algorithm, presented by Linde, et al. in 1980

[21], gives a good answer and is probably the most prominent

codebook design algorithm.

Recent compression techniques are typically applied to

conquer the bandwidth problem of transmission. Thus, com-

pressed images are being substituted for images intended as

cover media. In 2002, Jo and Kim [3] embedded the secret

data in VQ compression codes. In their scheme, the main

codebook is first divided into three subcodebooks so that

. The grouping rule is that each pair

of the nearest codewords is selected from the main codebook

and classified into subcodebooks and , respectively.

The remaining unmatchable codewords are then grouped into

subcodebook .

During the hiding phase, the codeword is searched using

VQ for the current block. The codeword is used to encode

this current block if it belongs to the subcodebook . If

and equals to the secret data , then the code-

word is used to encode the current block. If and

does not equal to the secret data , then the codeword closest

to from subcodebook is selected to encode this block.

In the extracting phase, the group number of the subcodebook

indicates the secret data bit . For example, if the encoded code-

word , it denotes that there are no secret data in this

block. If the encoded codeword or , it de-

notes that the hidden secret bit is 0 or 1, respectively. Thus, in Jo

and Kim’s scheme [3], the secret data size and the visual quality

of the stego-image depend on the clustering results of the code-

words. The secret data size decreases if the encoded codewords

in the subcodebook are larger, and vice versa. On the

other hand, their scheme yields better visual stego-image quality

if the clustering result of similar codewords is appropriate, and

vice versa.

Nevertheless, VQ has its limitations. For example, it typically

causes visible boundaries between blocks because the current

block is coded independently of its neighboring blocks. Kim

proposed SMVQ in 1992 [16] to deal with this problem. In his

invention, the blocking effect is reduced successfully by using

Fig. 1. Highlight on the visible staircase effect around the shoulder.

local edge information and provides a better visual quality and

compression ratio than VQ does. As a result, to make data hiding

more convenient, some researchers have tried to hide secret data

in cover images that have been compressed by VQ or SMVQ

[1], [2], [13], [19].

Although the existing VQ-based or SMVQ-based data hiding

schemes successfully make VQ- or SMVQ-compressed images

to be the cover media, VQ or SMVQ compression codes are

always damaged by the hidden secret data and they cannot be

reconstructed completely after data extraction. Therefore, the

damaged compression codes can no longer serve as cover media.

As a result, when two people want to transmit secret data using

a compression domain steganography scheme, both must gen-

erate their own VQ or SMVQ compression codes in advance.

In this paper, we propose a reversible data hiding technique for

the lossy image format SMVQ. The secret data are hidden in

the SMVQ-compressed cover image in a way that prevents ma-

licious attackers from detecting the existence of the secret data

in the stego-image. This technique enables the communicating

parties to share the cover media since the original SMVQ com-

pression codes can be reconstructed completely after the hidden

data are extracted. Moreover, the reconstructed SMVQ-com-

pressed codes can be stored directly to save storage space and

can be reused repeatedly for a variety of purposes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

the background of SMVQ and the related SMVQ-based data

hiding scheme are described. Our proposed reversible data

hiding scheme, including the hiding phase, the extracting

phase, and the reversing phase, are presented in Section III.

Section IV covers our experimental results and discussions and

demonstrates the superiority of our proposed scheme. Finally,

the conclusion is provided in Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we first look at the side match vector quan-

tization technique and compression results, as well as a related

SMVQ-based steganographic scheme [2] since our proposed re-

versible data hiding scheme is based on lossy format SMVQ.

A. SMVQ

VQ takes advantage of the high degree of correlation between

individual pixels within a block without considering the simi-

larity between neighboring blocks. In VQ, each block is coded

independently and therefore tends to cause visible boundaries

between blocks. Fig. 1 shows a staircase effect arising from

these visible boundaries. SMVQ [16] is designed to enhance

the visual quality of VQ by reducing these visible boundaries.
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Fig. 2. Flowchart for SMVQ.

Fig. 3. Upper (U) and left (L) blocks used to generate the subcodebook.

It employs the previous coded blocks, which are above and on

the left-hand side of the current block, to help predict the cur-

rent block so that the visible boundaries can be reduced. Fig. 2

shows the SMVQ flowchart.

In SMVQ, a main codebook is required to encode the blocks

in the first row and first column, and a subcodebook is required

to encode the rest of the blocks. The subcodebook is a subset

of the main codebook. SMVQ is based on the concept that the

pixels of the top row in the current block are correlated closely

with those of the bottom row in the upper block, and the pixels

of the first column in the current block are correlated closely

with those of the right column in the left block. The gray areas

in Fig. 3 represent the upper and left blocks. These gray regions

are used to choose codewords from the main codebook to create

a subcodebook.

The blocks in the first row and first column are encoded using

VQ. During this process, the main codebook is fully searched

to find the best representative codeword to replace the original

blocks. The blocks of the first row and first column must be en-

coded accurately since these blocks are used to predict future

blocks as described in the following paragraphs. If an error oc-

curs in this encoding step, it propagates throughout the entire

image.

In the subcodebook generation procedure, the upper and left

blocks previously encoded are used to generate the subcode-

book for the current block. The subcodebook consists of the

codewords, is selected from the main codebook having the

least side-match distortion when compared with the gray areas.

The current block is encoded using VQ compress scheme with

the subcodebook of size . This process is repeated for each

block of the original image until all the blocks are encoded. This

approach requires that only the codewords in the subcodebook

need to be searched, rather than all codewords in the main code-

book, and the size of the subcodebook is much smaller than that

of the main codebook. Hence, the advantage of SMVQ is its sig-

nificant saving in the number of bits required to encode blocks.

Assume that represents a codeword, and and represent

the upper and left blocks around it, respectively. We define the

upper distortion between the codeword and the upper

block by

(2)

Similarly, the left distortion between the codeword and

the left block is computed as

(3)

The side-match distortion of the codeword is defined as

(4)

To decode a block , the previously encoded upper and left

blocks are used to predict the subcodebook with the least side-

match distortion for the current block . The generated sub-

codebook is then searched to find the corresponding codeword

to approximate the current block. Thus, SMVQ saves signifi-

cant bits-per-pixel (bpp) without a significant reduction in peak-

signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). The PSNR is applied to measure

the degree of distortion, and the PSNR between the stego-image

and the cover image can be calculated by

(5)

Assume that is the cover image, is the stego-image, and

and denote the pixel values of and , respectively. Here,

MSE is defined as

(6)

where is the image size of and . The image quality is

better if its PSNR value is higher. Figs. 4 and 5 show the results

of VQ and SMVQ working on the test image “Lena” at the same

bit rates. Compared with VQ, SMVQ succeeds in reducing the
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Fig. 4. “Lena” encoded at a bit-rate of 0.4375 by VQ (PSNR: 29.1069).

Fig. 5. “Lena” encoded at a bit-rate of 0.4375 by SMVQ (PSNR: 31.0487).

TABLE I
ENCODE “LENA” USING SMVQ FOR A RANGE OF MAIN

CODEBOOK SIZES AND SUBCODEBOOK SIZES

number of bits required to encode the image and improves the

visual quality. Table I lists the PSNRs and bpps for SMVQ at

various main codebook sizes and various subcodebook sizes.

B. Related SMVQ-Based Steganographic Scheme

In 2005, Chang and Wu [2] proposed a steganographic

scheme to hide secret data using SMVQ and VQ. In their

scheme, a random seed is generated and used to generate two

mapping tables, and , that contain half 0’s

and half 1’s. Mapping table is the same size as the

subcodebook and mapping table is the same sizes as the

main codebook. Thereafter, VQ is used to encode the first row

and the first column of the cover image. For the residual blocks,

the corresponding subcodebooks are created using SMVQ.

The codewords in each subcodebook are sorted in advance

according to the similarity between the codewords and the

corresponding blocks.

Because each subcodebook is sorted in advance, the code-

words are checked sequentially until the value in mapping table

that corresponds to the index value of the checked

codeword is the same as the secret bit. However, if the Euclidean

distance between the checked codeword and the current block

exceeds the given threshold , VQ rather than SMVQ

is used to hide secret data in the block.

The encoding steps using VQ are almost the same as the steps

mentioned above. Since the main codebook is sorted in advance,

the codewords are checked sequentially until the value in the

mapping table for the index value of the checked code-

word is the same as the secret bit. However, once the Euclidean

distance between the checked codeword and the current block

exceeds the given threshold , no secret is hidden in this

block.

Depending on secret data size, visual quality, and compres-

sion rate, the performance of Chang and Wu’s scheme is better

than the hiding scheme described by Jo and Kim [19]. Never-

theless, the Chang and Wu’s scheme requires additional infor-

mation to indicate that the current block is encoded using VQ

or SMVQ, and the additional indicators will yield a low com-

pression rate. Furthermore, their scheme does not achieve re-

versibility. To conquer this weakness, we propose a reversible

data hiding scheme for SMVQ-based compressed images that

does not require the use of additional indicators.

III. PROPOSED REVERSIBLE DATA HIDING SCHEME

According to the previous literature, if a sender tries to hide

secret data in the compression domain, the compression codes

must be modified to hide the secret data, and the modifications

may distort the compressed image. In addition, the original com-

pression codes cannot be reconstructed or stored for later use

as long as the secret data are hidden in the compression codes.

That means the receiver could not use the received compression

code as a carrier after extracting the hidden data. That condi-

tion is ineffective for communicating parties. To ensure that the

original compression codes can be recovered directly during the

extracting phase and stored for later use, we wanted to modify

the codeword selection strategy of SMVQ and develop a novel

data hiding scheme with the property of reversibility. To achieve

this goal, we broke our proposed scheme into three phases: the

preprocessing phase, the hiding phase, and the extracting and

reversing phase. Those phases are described in greater detail in

the following paragraphs.

A. Preprocessing Phase

Secret data must be preprocessed for security reasons. En-

crypting the hidden data prevents them from being illegally ac-

cessed or unscrambled. Some existing encryption techniques,

such as DES,1 RSA [22], and others can be used to encrypt

hidden data. Secret data also can be compressed in advance

using lossless compression techniques to reduce the amount of

hidden data and increase the visual quality of stego-image, and

thus deceive potential grabbers.

After preprocessing in our proposed scheme, the cover image

is encoded using SMVQ and the SMVQ compressed image is

created. The preprocessed secret data are then hidden in the

SMVQ compressed image using our proposed hiding scheme.

The stego-image is thus generated, ready for transmission to a

receiver. Receivers can extract the secret data from the stego-

image using our proposed extracting and reversing scheme. In

addition, receivers can restore the original SMVQ compressed

1DES Encryption Standard (DES), National Bureau of Standards (U.S.), Fed-
eral Information Processing Standards Publication 46, National Technical Infor-
mation Service, Springfield, VA, Apr. 1997.
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Fig. 6. Flowchart showing the steps in the hiding phase.

TABLE II
PSNRS FOR SMVQ COMPRESSED COVER IMAGES

WITH/WITHOUT HIDDEN DATA

Fig. 7. “Lena.” (a) Original compressed image (PSNR: 31.0487 dB). (b) Stego-
image (PSNR: 30.7746 dB).

codes completely. The reconstructed SMVQ compressed codes

can be stored directly to save storage space. The hiding, ex-

tracting, and reversing phases are described in detail in the fol-

lowing subsections.

B. Hiding Phase

To better explain this phase, we define the symbols to

be used in hiding phase as follows: the main codebook

, the SMVQ compressed cover image

, the subindices , and the secret data

TABLE III
HIDING RESULTS OF “LENA” FOR VARIOUS MAIN

CODEBOOK SIZES AND SUBCODEBOOK SIZES

, where and . The

hiding phase consists of the following steps.

1) The SMVQ-compressed cover image is divided into

nonoverlapping blocks. Because the blocks in the first row

and first column are encoded by VQ, the secret data are

hidden in the residual blocks.

2) For each residual block, the upper and left encoded

blocks in are used to generate the subcodebook

, where is the th codeword

and . The subindex is used to find

the corresponding codeword from the subcodebook .

3) If the secret bit is equal to 0, then the codeword be-

comes the content of the stego-image.

4) If the secret bit is equal to 1, then we search the codeword

from the subcodebook so that the codeword is

the closest to the codeword . The approximate codeword

becomes the content of the stego-image and is defined as

Approximate codeword (7)

5) Steps 2–4 are repeated until the whole stego-image is

generated.

In our proposed reversible data hiding scheme, the modified

SMVQ compression codes are converted into a stego-image.

The stego-image must be transmitted without extra messages
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TABLE IV
COMPARISONS AMONG THE PROPOSED SCHEME, JO AND KIM’S SCHEME, AND CHANG AND WU’S SCHEME

being required to achieve reversibility. Fig. 6 is a flowchart of

the proposed hiding procedure.

C. Extracting and Reversing Phase

Once the stego-image is received, the receiver can extract the

secret data without having to refer to the original cover image.

The steps for extracting and reversing follow.

1) The stego-image is divided into nonoverlapping blocks.

The first row and first column blocks are encoded using

VQ and the indexes are generated.

2) For each residual block, the previously reconstructed upper

and left blocks are used to generate a subcodebook

, where is the th codeword and

. The codeword is selected from the

subcodebook such that the Euclidean distance between

the current block and the codeword is the shortest.

If the Euclidean distance is equal to 0, then

the secret bit . The index of the codeword is

outputted to restore the original state.

If the Euclidean distance does not equal 0,

then the secret bit . The index of the codeword

is outputted to restore the original state.

Steps 2–4 are repeated until all the secret data are extracted

and all the original indexes are generated.

After all five steps in the extracting and reversing phase have

been performed, the secret data can be

accurately extracted and the output indexes should equal the

original SMVQ-compressed codes.

The reconstructed compressed codes can now be stored di-

rectly to save storage space and can be reused repeatedly for a

variety of applications.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we show that experimental results confirm

our proposed reversible data hiding scheme, then demonstrate

the effectiveness and the feasibility of our scheme. Our experi-

ments use five 512 512 gray-level test images: “Lena,” “F16,”

“Boat,” “Peppers,” and “Baboon.” These standard gray-level

images are compressed as the cover images using SMVQ with

a main codebook of 256 codewords and a subcodebook of 128

codewords. The secret data is a randomly generated bitstream.

The relative PSNRs for our SMVQ-compressed cover images

(without hidden data) are shown in Table II.

Hiding the secret data in the compressed information cer-

tainly creates larger distortions in stego-images. However, our

proposed reversible data hiding scheme shows its ability to hide

Fig. 8. Example “F16” for visual attack using enhancing LSBs. (a) Original
“F16.” (b) Enhanced LSBs of (a). (c) Enhanced LSBs of reconstructed “F16”
from its SMVQ indices. (d) “F16” with secret data. (e) Enhanced LSBs of (c).
(f) Enhanced LSBs of stego-image of “F16.”

the secret data in a low bit rate (0.438 bpp) compressed cover

image that achieves a very high hiding capacity and keeps the

distortion low. Fig. 7 illustrates the hiding results using 16 K

bits of secret data. As Fig. 7 shows, our proposed scheme keeps

the hiding distortion low and achieves very high visual quality.

Table II shows the PSNRs with and without hidden data at the

same bit rate (0.438 bpp) for various images. The table also

shows that the average PSNR of the five stego-images is about

29 dB. In the best case, the PSNR is still 30.7746, which is close

to that of the SMVQ-compressed cover images.

Table III gives additional hiding results for the “Lena” image

at a range of sizes for the main codebook and the subcodebook.

Compared with Table I, the average PSNR of “Lena” in Table III

is still 29.0686, which is quite close to that of SMVQ com-

pressed “Lena” without the secret data embedded but with the

same compression rate and a main codebook of 512 codewords.

All this shows that our proposed scheme not only guarantees

that the receiver can accurately extract the hidden secret data,

but also that the SMVQ-compressed codes can be recovered and

reused after the secret data are extracted.

Table IV compares the proposed scheme, Jo and Kim’s

scheme, and Chang and Wu’s scheme by size of secret data,

visual quality, and compression rate. In Jo and Kim’s scheme,

the threshold value is set to 50 for classifying codewords into

three subcodebooks during the experiment. In Chang and Wu’s

scheme, , and a subcodebook of
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Fig. 9. Example of “F16” for statistical attack using Chi-square analysis. (a) Chi-square result of “F16.” (b) Chi-square result of “F16” with secret data in the
1-LSB of each pixel. (c) Chi-square result of reconstructed “F16” from its SMVQ indices. (d) Chi-square result of stego-image of “F16.” (Color version available
online at: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.)

size 16 is used to maintain a lower bit rate. The main codebook

with a size of 256 is adopted in all schemes for this comparison.

As the table shows, Jo and Kim’s scheme can hide larger

amount of secret data than Chang and Wu’s scheme. However,

the Jo and Kim scheme cannot achieve reversibility, nor can

it support a higher visual quality or a lower compression rate

than the others. Conversely, our hiding capacity is larger and

the visual quality is still better than other schemes. In addition,

our scheme can preserve the high compression rate because

additional indicators are not needed. Thus, our compression

rate is superior to the schemes of both Chang and Wu and Jo

and Kim. Most important, our proposed scheme maintains the

high hiding capacity and compression rate while achieving

reversibility.

This superior performance enables the receiver to use the re-

constructed compression codes as cover media, hide secret data

and send back the SMVQ stego-image to make communication

between parties more efficient. Our proposed scheme also can

serve as reversible fragile watermarking for the SMVQ-com-

pression codes, just as in Yang et al.’s scheme.

Compared with an LSB-based reversible hiding scheme with

an encrypted bitstream, our proposed scheme is better able to

resist visual and statistical attack. Visual and statistical attacks

enable attackers to discover whether an LSB-based stego-image

contains secret data, primarily because the hidden data are em-

bedded in the least significant bits of each pixel in a cover image.

Whether the secret data is randomly generated or encrypted by

a modern encryption technique, there is an almost fifty percent

Authorized licensed use limited to: IEEE Xplore. Downloaded on March 9, 2009 at 12:14 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply.
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probability for each bit to be 0 or 1. Enhancing the least signif-

icant bits of an LSB-based stego-image reveals several regular

patterns once the secret data are inside, as Fig. 8(e) shows. Our

proposed scheme, on the other hand, hides secret data by mod-

ifying the compression codes rather than by directly modifying

the least significant bits of each pixel in a cover image. There-

fore, no regular patterns appear in our stego-image, as can be

seen in Fig. 8(f).

To further prove that our proposed scheme withstands the

Chi-square attack, we use a Chi-square steganography test

program provided by Guillermito2 to perform steganography

analyses. Fig. 9 shows the test results. In Fig. 9(b), the red

curve is the result of the Chi-square test. It is close to one, so

the probability for a random embedded message is high. The

second output is green curve that presents the average value of

the LSBs. In Fig. 9(b), the green curve stays at about 0.5, which

means a random message is embedded. Note that in Fig. 9(d),

the green average of LSBs is very variable and the Chi-square

red output is flat at zero all along the picture. In other words,

nothing is hidden in our stego-image.

V. CONCLUSION

Hiding data in SMVQ-compressed codes originally caused a

large distortion in stego-images because SMVQ is a low bit-rate

compression scheme. To maintain the advantages of SMVQ and

make sure the original compression indexes can be successfully

reconstructed after secret data are extracted, we hide the secret

data in the compressed cover image and achieve the property of

reversibility. The procedures for hiding and extracting and re-

versing are straightforward. Being reversible, the original com-

pressed codes can be completely reconstructed after hidden se-

cret data extraction, and the original compressed codes can be

stored directly and used repeatedly. In addition, the proposed

scheme can simply hide or extract the secret data and restore the

SMVQ-compressed codes without complex computations. The

hidden secret data can also be extracted from the stego-image

without referencing the original compressed cover image. In

terms of secret data size, visual quality, and compression rate,

the performance of our proposed scheme is superior to that of

other VQ or SMVQ-based reversible hiding schemes.

2Chi-square Steganography Test Program. [Online]. Available: http://www.
guillermito2.net/stegano/tools/index.html
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